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Abstract
Today with the rapid increasing popularity of web video
sharing, digital copyright protection encounters many
troubles. Video copy detection schemes are emerging to
cope with the digital video piracy and illegal distribution
problems. But the large amount of video data and diversity
of copy attacks pose difficulties on copy detection. This
paper presents a hierarchical scheme to detect video copies,
especially the temporal attacked and re-encoded ones. Our
algorithm which is based on the ordinal signature of intra
frames and effective R*-Tree indexing structure archives
real time performance. Comparison experiments are
conducted on the benchmarked database of CIVR 2007
copy detection showcase and demonstrate the promising
results of the proposed approach.

1. Introduction
With the increasing popularity of online digital video
sharing (e.g. YouTube), a huge amount of digital video data
are generated and distributed by users everyday. By using
advantaged editing tools, the amateur users enjoy
combining several interesting movie clips into their own
videos, which are later distributed online and may lead to
copyright violation.
Content based video copy detection (CBCD) is proposed
these years [1] to provide a solution to digital copyright
enforcement and usage tracking. An effective copy
detection scheme is desired to face two challenging issues.
One is coping with the variety of attacks and the other is
finding the copies from innumerable suspicious candidates
under tolerable computation cost. Previous works [2-7] [11]
[16] propose various detection algorithms to cope with
copy attacks. While most studies put more emphases on
spatial variations, limit effort is made for temporal
variations (e.g., fast and slow motion, frame rates change)
[2]. Actually in most situations a video copy is produced by
simply combining and re-encoding several famous or
interesting video segments (e.g., exciting movie clips,
popular short web videos) with slight retouch. Another
issue is that the rapid increasing amount of web videos

created by amateur users and television station causes very
large search range of copies. It is inevitable to employ an
efficient indexing structure to speed up the detection
process. Finally, one of the very essences of copy detection
problem is to achieve a balance between robustness and
efficiency.

2. Previous Work
A number of studies [3-6] [8] [9] [10], etc. attempt to use
either global features or local invariant features to cope
with various attacks, including changes in brightness, color,
frame spatial shifts, and geometric transformations such as
translation, scaling, and rotation, etc. In [6] audio features
are used as a complement feature. [7] presents an approach
using DC sequence signature. In [9] IBM research group
proposes a new motion signature and the novel application
of ordinal signature. They compare motion, intensity and
color-based signatures for video sequence matching. In the
CIVR 2007 copy detection showcase [17] their algorithm
focus on accurate matching on frame level and achieved the
highest precision under comparative high time
consumption. [2] tends to use the dynamic time warping
matching algorithm which also has a high complexity of
n*n.
On another hand, as it is in information retrieval
applications, the indexing structure and similarity search
scheme is actually one of the most difficult tasks of a
CBCD scheme in large fingerprints reference database
[11]. [3] uses the Hilbert space-filling curve as a
space-partition method. [1] [12] discuss the use of inverted
file techniques for indexing frame features.
In contrast to the previous efforts, we believe more
attention should be paid on temporal and re-encoding
attacks (e.g., fast and slow motion, format change) which
are the most common attacks of online videos. Finally the
time complexity should also be taken into consideration for
the need of real-time detection for online videos. In this
study we adopt a more scaleable scheme of combining two
filters to distinguish copies from large video corpus and
focus on gaining better performance in detecting copies
under temporal and re-encoding attacks. Then we use the
R*-Tree indexing structure [13] to combine the two level
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hierarchical detection scheme for further improvement.

3. The proposed approach
…

…

Since only a small portion of online videos are copies,
we deem it more important classifying copies from
numberless clips than distinguishing copy attacks or copy
location. In our work the system is designed to distinguish
whether a query video is a copy or not. An overview of the
proposed approach is shown in Fig.1.

Fig.2. sub image 2D-DCT and DCI extraction
(a) DCI extraction from the original frame
(b) Segment frame into blocks for feature extraction
The image comes from the StarWarKid,
one of the most popular online video

3.2. Multilevel feature spaces construction and
search strategy
Fig.1. Diagram of the proposed detection scheme

The proposed approach contains two steps: off-line step
and online step. In the off-line step, we collect copyrighted
videos to build a database which maintains the extracted
features. In the online step, the classifiers process the query
video, and determine which query is a copy. The details of
the two steps are explained in the next subsections.

3.1. Down-sampled Intra frames extraction
In feature extraction step we make use of all intra frames
of the video stream. The use of the intra frame shows two
advantages. First the intra frame contains more stable
visual content than B and P frames in the MPEG standard.
Second the extraction will be very fast without decoding B
and P frames from video stream. Similar to the works in
[12], as it is showed in Fig.2 (a), we convert frames to
grayscale and conduct 2D-DCT on the pixel grayscale
matrix. Furthermore, we obtain the main components of
every 8*8 DCT coefficients block to present the block and
then construct a down sampled image which we called DCI,
short for DC image. We use the DCI for two reasons. First,
due to the linearity of DCT coefficients of intra frame, the
DC value reconstruction without decomposing spends
small computation cost. Second, The DCI preserves global
visual context of the frames which is adequate for the
sub-image feature extraction described later.

As discussed in section 3, a single feature scheme is
inadequate for describing various copy appearance. We
design a hierarchical copy detection system using multi
classifiers to recognize certain copies. It extracts two kinds
of features based from the DCIs to construct a two level
feature space, and the classifier of every level is called as a
Filter. Each filter consists of a special feature space and
corresponding searching metric to filet out different kind of
copies.
3.2.1

First level detection using R*-Tree indexing

Similar to traditional image retrieval, in our work color
moments feature is used to be the feature of the first level
filter to reduce the number of potential copies before other
features are used. We segment a DCI into M*N blocks and
introduces the grayscale moments as a course feature for
the first level filter. The first and second order moments
(mean and stand variance of pixel grayvalues in fact) of
every block are computed as (1) and (2),
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in which N denotes pixel number of a block, Pi denotes the
grayvalue of the pixel i. Similar to the ordinal intensity
signature in [9] [4] [14], we use the sequence of the ordinal
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signatures of each DCI as the feature vector. The sequence
provides a more efficient way of video matching [4]. As it
is showed in Fig.2, we adopt M=2, N=2, and for each DCI
we obtain a feature vector of 8 dimensions (2*2*2=8).
On another hand, in real cases it is inevitable that a
practical industry copy detection system should hold huge
number of original video data, while the time consumption
spend on detection should be taken into consideration. In
contrast to the frame by frame matching metrics using in
previous works [9] [4], our scheme adopt an efficient
technical for very large database retrieval, called the
R*-Tree indexing structure [13]. The dimension of the
block moments feature is low, which is suitable to construct
an R*-Tree indexing for very fast feature matching. In
additional, as we discussed in section 1 that a query is
probably not a copy of the videos in database, the k-nearest
neighbors (KNN) algorithm using visual similarity in
information retrieval is not suitable to this problem [3].

weighted block grayscale histogram is used as the second
level feature, denoted as WHIS.

WHISi = HISi * weighti

(3)

Where i = 1, 2, …, M x * M y
As shown in the Algorithm 1, the Weighted Histogram
(WHIS) is computed for each DCI.
Algorithm 1: Fine feature WHIS generation
For each

DCI i

Divided

, i = 1, 2, … , D (D = number of DCI)

DCIi

For each block

into

Mx * M y

blocks

Bmn

Compute grayscale histogram

H mn of X bins

End
Construct HIS with the length of M*N*X by splicing each

H mn

Compute weighted WHIS using weighting function as (3)
End

In our experiments, the

M x = 4, M y = 4, X = 32 and

weighting function is as (4):
weighti =

Fig.3. A combination of ǫ-range and k-nearest querying metrics.
As a tradeoff between computation cost and robust, At most 15
candidates to be return for further detection for example

We adopt the combination of ǫ-range and k-nearest
querying metrics for copy detection, as is shown in Fig.3. In
this study, we set ǫ-range radius fixed to 0.12.
3.2.2

Second level detection using high dimension
feature

As it is showed in Fig.2 (b), a weighted block grayscale
histogram based feature is extracted. In this stage, first the
DCI is divided into M x * M y blocks and a grayscale
histogram is computed for each block. Secondly a weighted
block grayscale histogram is computed using the weighting
function below. The weighting strategy pays more strength
on the visual context of frame centre for the reason that a
number of copy attacks (such as cropping, etc.) usually
preserve the centre blocks of frames as original. The

0.1, where i = 6, 7, 10, 11
0.05, otherwise

(4)

which keeps the WHIS normalized. To match the WHIS,
we use L2 distance which is suitable for matching
histogram based features.

3.3. Hits statistics under temporal constrains
To design a algorithm robust to temporal attacks we
introduce the temporal constrains in online process of
queries. QV denotes the input video stream, and the
extracted intra frames are denoted as QV[v][i] , i = 0, 1,…
N; v = 0, 1, … , V. Similarly, we denote videos in the
database as DV, and denote the ith frame of vth video as
DV[v][i]. We call a frame matching between QV[v][i] and
DV[w][j] as a Hit. After the second level filtering, a batch
of Hits is obtained for each query video. An example of
Hits statistics is given in Fig.4, as the order of
corresponding matching contains intrinsic temporal
information.
Essentially it is a procedure of searching for global
optimal in sequence matching. First we adopt a temporal
constrain mechanism to refine Hits of each query video. As
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is shown in Fig.4, only those continual Hits are preserved
by using a slide window with fixed length of WL.

Fig.4. Hits of a query video. The temporal constrain
window length (WL) is fixed to 3

Second, to determine the final copy “similarity” between
query and the original videos, we conduct Hits statistics by
simply summing all preserved Hits together as follow,
m

DI [QV ][ DV ] = ∑ # Hitsi

(5)

i =1

where m denotes the number of matched segments. #
denotes the number of Hits and DI denotes the Degree of
Identity, which is used as the final index.

of queries is non-copies. In the dataset, the duration of copy
and non-copy is respectively 3h40min and 5h28min42sec.
We prepare many short copies for the reason that in practice
the majority of copies has short duration. The 67 segments
include 57 clips extracted randomly from original database
and 10 videos which are the copies of Task ST1 in CIVR
showcase [17]. The 10 queries are clustered as
spatial-temporal attacked copies. Each segment contains
clips from one certain original video and re-encoded into
one of the formats in Table.1 (b). Both spatial and temporal
attacks are posed upon these segments.
Table 2 lists the used attacks. The 38 segments were
randomly selected from TRECVID2007 corpus as
non-copies.
Table.1. query attacks design using the video edit tool Moviemaker on
windows platform. # denotes the number of clip or frame
Index
Query set
TRECVID
2007 videos
Fast and slow
forward
Video format
change
Temporal
hybrid attack
Spatial-temp
oral hybrid

4.1. Test data setup
In our research, we use a large benchmarked dataset [18]
from CIVR 2007 video copy detection showcase [17] as
database, which contain 101 videos, approximately
5,220,000 frames, totally 100G data lasts more than 58
hours. All the videos are in Video-CD standard, MPEG1,
PAL, 352x288, 1150Kb/s, 25 fps (MPEG-1 Audio Layer II,
44100 Hz, Stereo, and 224 Kb/s). This corpus includes
commercials, sports, news, movies, TV shows,
documentary films, home videos, landscapes, music TVs
and edited clips supplied by video amateurs. Video length
ranges from 10 seconds to 2 hours. In the off-line step, our
system extracts 365058 intra frames from the videos in the
database. The query videos are consists of 67 copies and 38
non-copies. As discussed before, we believe a large portion

Total
duration
5h28min42sec

#Intra
frames
49305

Attack
methods
Non-copy

9

8min38sec

1554

7

3min35sec

602

21

18min

3240

30

3h8min17sec

16201

Double and
half speed
in
Table.1 (b)
swapping and
combination
gray, blurring,
zoom, etc

(a) queries and the corresponding attacks

4. Experiments
In the discussion of previous works we mention that
Chiu’s scheme [2] is dedicated to temporal copy attacks.
The algorithm based on DTW allows comparison of high
tolerance to tempo variation of video sequences and
declaimed to be superior to [4] and [15]. In this section first
we present how we design the test data for experiments.
Then a comparison evaluation is conducted between Chiu’s
scheme [2] and ours.

#
clips
38

Index

bit rate

Format
Pocket PC (218 Kbps)
218 Kbps
Pocket PC (143 Kbps)
143 Kbps
Pocket PC
215 Kbps
(full screen 218 Kbps)
Wind band (340 Kbps)
340 Kbps
Local play (2.1 Mbps PAL)
2.1 Mbps
(b) format changes

resolutio
n

frame
rate

208*160
208*160
320*240

20
8
15

320*240
720*576

25
20

4.2. Evaluation using ROC curves
In the experiments we plot Receive Operating
Characteristics (ROC) curves to evaluate the performance.
The false negative rate FNR and false positive rate FPR are
computed as equation (6),

FNR(k) =

FN
NC

and

FPR(k) =

FP
NT

(6)

where FP denotes number of false positives (non-copy
clips that are detected). FN denotes number of false
negatives (copy clips that are not detected). NT denotes
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False Negative Rate

False Negative Rate

the number of non-copy clips. N C denotes the number of
copy clips. k denotes the threshold for K(h1, h2) (in section
3.2). We compare the results of the proposed approach
against Chiu’s algorithm [2], which is based on dynamic
time warping matching strategy and claim to be outperform
previous works [4] [15]. Fig.5 illustrates the ROC curves of
the two approaches under the attacks in Table.1. These
curves are draw as the threshold k changes. In experiments
we try 0.69, 0.7, 0.71, 0.725 and 0.75 as the threshold.

Fig.5. the ROC curves of pressure experiments.
Circle are our results and cross are Chiu’s [2]
(a) fast and slow forward; (b) video format change;
(c) temporal hybrid attacks; (d) spatial-temporal hybrid attacks

Fig.5 (a) shows the result that the performance of our
approach is better than Chiu’s under fast and slow motion
attacks. The reason is that fast and slow motion attacks do
not change the order or location of intra frames. Fig.5 (b)
shows the result by combing three common variations: bit
rate change, resolution change and frame rate change (in
Table.1 (b)). Our approach has immunity to frame rate
change. This is because the frame rate changing (from
25fps to 15fps, e.g.) do not change the order and
appearance of intra frames. Since the ordinal signature of
image block grayscale moments and histograms are
adopted, the two approaches are robust to resolution
change. Fig.5 (c) shows the result of detecting some short
copies, which are embedded into long TRECVID videos.
Since there is no entire length segment for time warp
matching, the false negative rate of Chiu’s result is high. In
contrast, our method adopt flexible temporal constrains to
avoid this situation and maintain a more smooth curves.
Fig.5 (d) shows that our approach is also robust to common
spatial attacks. The spatial attacks include gray, blurring,
zoom in and out and even special effects such as watercolor
and poster effects. In our scheme, the primary information
of videos is extracted and preserved in the DCIs, i.e. the
down sampled images of video intra frames. This

transformation facilitates the usage of indexing structure
and maintains certain invariance to common spatial attacks.

4.3. Computation cost analysis
As discussed in section 3, copy detection algorithm
must take the time consumption into consideration. We use
a standard PC (Celeron 3.06GHz with 1G ram) to conduct
the experiment to evaluate the time complexity of the
proposed method and the Chiu’s. The result is shown in
Fig.6 as follow.
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

88
Our
Chiu's [2]

67
45

40

37

36

29
18

Fig.6. time consumption (seconds) of the two approaches.
The time unit of detecting spatial-temporal hybrid attacks is
minute. Time consumption increases as the duration of queries
increases (in Table 1(a)).
Our approach is much faster than Chiu’s

According to [2], a 1,000 frames clip costs 3 seconds for
querying the target collection which contains 712,060
frames (29.97fps). However in our experiments the DTW
based method is not suitable for large-vocabulary
applications because of the massive computation cost (m*n
complexity) with almost no efficient indexing algorithms
for nearest neighbor search. The optimal performance of
Chiu’s method is nearly 11 times faster than real-time play
(it cost the system 1 hour to analyses videos of 11 hours),
while experiments shows the average time complexity of
the proposed method is 35 times faster than real-time play.
This is because we employ an efficient indexing structure
to speed up the process and use the multilevel classifiers to
filet out noises, as discussed in the future work of [2].

5. Conclusion and future works
In this study we propose a hierarchical copy detection
scheme robust to common temporal and re-encoding
attacks, such as fast/slow forward, clip swapping and frame
rate change, etc. The detection process achieves rapid speed
on a large video collection. Comparison experiments with
the state-of-art algorithm prove the efficiency and effect of
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our approach. The features used in our scheme are relative
simple, but the hierarchical framework based on advanced
indexing structure is very suitable for large scale copy
detection applications.
Our future works will be focus on finding novel
machine learning algorithm combining more precise visual
features, such as the local feature trajectory and motion
feature. And the framework can expand to three or more
levels for better performance.
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